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FRESHMAN SEMINAR      
 

 

“The Self and the Good Life”    Dr. Danielle Layne 

        PHIL H294 F33 (MWF 9:30) 

        PHIL H294 F34 (MWF 10:30) 

 

 

On trial for his life Socrates declares to his fellow citizens that they are terribly mistaken in their 

value judgments. He asserts that individuals must not consider the prospects of death, wealth or 

prestige, but only whether they “act rightly or wrongly”. In other words, for the philosopher, the 

only thing that mattered was to will the Good and to act accordingly. For Socrates, one wills the 

Good by committing oneself to the virtue of the examined life.  Indeed, Socrates is not the only 

paradigm for individuals who, in their search for and commitment to the Good, willingly say and 

do what seems dangerous. There are many historical figures, such as, the Titan Prometheus, 

Jesus, Gandhi and Martin Luther King, who embody both Kierkegaard’s passion to “Will One 

Thing” and Foucault’s ideal to “speak fearlessly” despite all danger.  This seminar will explore 

texts from Greek drama and philosophy, as well as biblical passages and contemporary literature, 

to examine the importance of the individual's struggle in the search for the Good Life.   This 

course is open only to first-year students who are enrolled in the Honors Program.  

 

 

 

 

PHILOSOPHY           

   
 

“Skepticism, Knowledge, and Certitude”    Dr. Robert Brice 

         PHIL H295 033  (TR 2:00) 

  
Have your senses ever deceived you? Have you ever experienced a really vivid dream? Have you 

ever wondered whether anything is real? If so, you and French Philosopher Rene Descartes share 

a common concern: What, if anything, can we be certain of?  We will begin with a thorough 

analysis of Cartesian skepticism, its implications, and attempts by philosophers to rein it in. 

These attempts will include movements like American Pragmatism and Common Sense Realism, 

among others. We will consider whether philosophers such as C.S. Peirce, G.E. Moore, Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, and others have offered successful responses to the challenge of Cartesian 

skepticism. 



 

 

LITERATURE       

   
“The Russian Masters: Love and Death on the Eve of the Revolution”       Dr. John Mosier 

                ENGL H295 033 (MWF 12:30) 

 

 

Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, and Chekhov are universally acknowledged as some of the world’s greatest 

writers of fiction, but undergraduate students rarely have the chance to study them.  This seminar 

allows students to explore the major themes adumbrated by these three masters of fiction, who 

provide penetrating studies of the relationships between men and women, parents and children, 

and human beings in a society on the verge of a cataclysmic social change.  Texts include 

Tolstoy’s  War and Peace, Dostovevsky’s The Devils (The Posssessed), and many works by 

Chekhov, including, “My Life”, “Three Years”, “Peasants”, “In the Ravine”, “A Woman’s 

Kingdom”. 

 

 

 

“Words, Images, Politics”    Drs. Mark Yakich & Simeon Hunter 
       ENGL H295 034 (TR 3:30) 

 

This course will be co-taught by an art historian/art writer/scholar and a poet/artist/professor, and 

will focus on the interplay between word and image, paying particular attention to political 

questions: When do words wield more power than images, and vice-versa? How are creators of 

words and images (writers, artists) similar to manipulators of institutional power (political 

readers)?  We will examine a range of materials, including advertisements, war propaganda, 

works of art, documentary film, and the graphic novel.  Students may take this course to fulfill 

their Honors literature or fine arts requirement.  Students wishing to take this course for literature 

credit should register under this English course number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATHEMATICS  

  
 

 “Visual, Symbolic, and Historical Perspectives in Mathematics”  Dr. Ralph Tucci  
       MATH H295 033 (MWF 9:30) 

 

This course presents important mathematical developments from a cultural, historical, and 

scientific perspective. The course material is taken from important topics such as number theory, 

logic, analysis, probability theory, and other topics of the instructor's choice.  

 



SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 

 

“American Political Parties”        Dr. Sean Cain 

  POLS H295 033 (MW 3:30)  

 

 

 

In this seminar we will examine the development and changing roles of political parties in 

American democracy.  Beginning with early conflicts between the Federalists and Anti-

Federalists over the shape of the new nation and government under the Constitution and 

continuing through today’s red and blue polarization between the Republicans and Democrats, 

and exploring the political party activity in the electorate and in our government, we will 

question whether political parties are beneficial or harmful to citizens in a democracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

 

 
 

“International Human Rights: An Ethical Perspective”      Dr, Kenneth Keulman 

             RELS H295 033 (TR 

11:00) 

 

The course analyzes the way in which the human rights perspective clarifies relations between 

individuals and state authority and defines standards of behavior that societies strive to attain. 

Derived from a number of political and philosophical traditions, the human rights perspective 

was codified by the United Nations in the years following World War II. It has subsequently 

been verified and developed in legal documents that reflect arduous advances in conscience. The 

course examines international human rights and their ethical implications – their philosophical 

foundation, their development and legal acknowledgment in the post-World War II world, and 

their implementation by unilateral, multilateral, domestic and non-governmental means. The 

course will analyze case studies of crucial controversies and decisions in the developing 

understanding and commitment to international human rights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

HISTORY 
 

 

 

“The Age of Dante: History and Literature”    Dr. Jo Ann H. Moran Cruz 

HIST H295 033 (W 4:55) 

 

 

This course is an interdisciplinary introduction to medieval culture. It focuses on a pivotal 50 

year period in the high Middle Ages, 1275-1325, roughly the period of Dante's life, but also a 

period of major developments in the history of the papacy, the Holy Roman Empire, the 

development of the city, vernacular literature, medieval art and architecture, the universities, 

optics, astronomy, music, banking and trade, European-Islamic cultural relations, and much 

more. The central text will be Dante's Divine Comedy, but our approach will be interdisciplinary 

and we will also read works by Virgil, Italian poets (Guinizelli, Cavalcante) and historians (Dino 

Compagni) contemporary with Dante. We will study some works of Giotto. We will also read 

several other works of Dante: the Vita Nuova on love; the De Monarchia for political theory; and 

the De Vulgari Eloquentia for Dante's theory of language.  

 

 

 

“The Renaissance: A Time of Transition”    Fr. Robert Gerlich 

         HIST H295 034 (MWF 1:30) 

 

          

Though there was no specific event to mark the end of the middle ages and the on-set of the 

modern era, the 1400s seem to be the all-important transition time. This period of transition into 

modernity, known as the "renaissance," was centered on Italy, especially the cities of Florence, 

Milan, Rome and Venice--but was carried into Northern Europe through commerce and by 

scholars who studied in Italy and took its learning northward to Paris, London, Bruges, 

Antwerp.  By examining the intellectual, social, political, intellectual and artistic characteristics 

of the period, we will be able to trace the fault lines between the medieval and the modern world 

that the Renaissance bridged.  Leading figures of the movement will be studied and special 

attention will be given to the Medici family of Italy who personified the aspirations of the age.  

 

 



 

 

FINE ARTS 

 
 

“Words, Images, Politics”         Drs. Simeon Hunter & Mark Yakich 

     VISA H295 033 (TR 3:30)  

 

This course will be co-taught by an art historian/art writer/scholar and a poet/artist/professor, and 

will focus on the interplay between word and image, paying particular attention to political 

questions: When do words wield more power than images, and vice-versa? How are creators of 

words and images (writers, artists) similar to manipulators of institutional power (political 

readers)?  We will examine a range of materials, including advertisements, war propaganda, 

works of art, documentary film, and the graphic novel.  Students may take this course to fulfill 

their Honors literature or fine arts requirement.  Students wishing to take this course for fine arts 

credit should register under this fine arts course number. 

 

 

 

NATURAL SCIENCE 

 

 
 

“Chemistry and Art”     Prof. Kathleen Tinsley Crago 

        CHEM H295 033 (R  4:55) 

 

 

 is an advanced Honors lecture course designed for non-science majors. This course represents 

an integration of materials concerning both fine arts and chemistry. It discusses the synergistic 

relationship between the development of chemical processes and their effects on the methods of 

artistic production. In pursuit of this goal this course attempts to integrate the chemical principles 

of matter and energy with the techniques and experiences of art.  The course is structured on a 

series of instructor lectures, demonstrations, and student presentations and projects.  Topics to be 

discussed include the history of the interaction of art and chemistry from ancient times to the 

present, the basic chemistry of materials and techniques used in the development of pieces of art 

(i.e. sculpture, painting, ceramics, etc.), the importance of instrumentation in the restoration and 

the authentication of pieces of art, as well as investigations pertinent to the importance of art as 

an expression of the times. This course will 1) expand the student's knowledge of the basic 

techniques and chemical nature of materials used in art projects; 2) inspire the student to dig 

further into the relationship between chemistry and art; and 3) challenge the student to think, to 



question, to discuss, to read, and to become involved in the discovery of the inspirations that 

motivate present day artists and chemists as well as the classical giants of the two fields.  

 


